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Ye Chen breathed a sigh of relief. Then he burned his reincarnation blood and summoned the virtual 

monument. With the help of linger, he also broke through the space and returned to XuanZhen island. 

 

Here, Ren extraordinary sits on the island and gives him 10000 courage. He doesn't dare to come. 

 

But the judge doesn't know where he is. 

 

The void he tore was not directional, but as long as he could escape, it was safe. 

 

With the ability of the Lord of judgment, he must place his own body in an extremely hidden and safe 

place and will not go out easily. 

 

After this raid, he will certainly take more precautions in the future. 

 

In other words, Hong Tianjing has no chance. 

 

The existence of the ruling Lord is of great significance to his layout. 

 

So keep each other anyway. 

 

Ye Chen went through a fierce battle and lost her spiritual power seriously, so she went back to the cave 

to shut up. 

 

This retreat is three days. 

 



When ye Chen leaves the pass again, there is another feeling of martial arts in his mind. 

 

He has been constantly transformed through tempering one after another, and now he has some self-

protection capital. 

 

As far as he knows, Ren Feifan has left in these three days. 

 

It seems that there is something urgent. Even without enough time to inform Ye Chen, he tears the void 

and goes away. 

 

But ye Chen is more willing to believe that Ren Feifan doesn't want to tell him. 

 

Because the matter that Ren Feifan went to deal with this time is very dangerous. With the strength of 

Ye Chen, it can't be involved for the time being. 

 

Ye Chen thought about all kinds of possibilities. As soon as his eyes coagulated, his fingers pinched the 

formula, and the Ancient Runes flowed in his eyes. The next second, he observed the secret of heaven, 

but found that the vision of Jiuding array in the earth center was even more prosperous than before. 

 

The discovery shocked him. 

 

It seems that before long, another tripod will be completely completed, and this tripod must have some 

cause and effect with the recent events. 

 

Ye Chen thought of Hong Tianjing. 

 

He saved the Lord of the ruling. Hong Tianjing estimated that he still stayed there and did a lot of things. 

 

So the Jiuding array will produce movement. 

 

Ye Chen put her hands behind her and stared in a direction. She didn't know what she was thinking. 



 

He felt that there were many things to deal with at the moment. 

 

Jiuding array is a. 

 

Anyway, it's all about the life and death of the inner earth and the people around him. He can't help but 

guard it. 

 

However, the influence of Jiuding array is not too great. Wait until elder Ren comes to discuss this 

matter, maybe it will work. 

 

As for the heavenly palace, ye Chen has tried to communicate with the jade pendant many times, and 

Tianxue has no news. 

 

Obviously, Tianxue's heart withstood the pressure. 

 

However, in this way, I really don't have much time for myself. 

 

Ye Chen no longer thinks much and is ready to go to the heaven palace, but at this time, ye Chen hears a 

familiar voice! 

 

This is Xiao Huang's voice! 

 

Xiao Huang unexpectedly told him that he seemed to have found some signs related to the entrance of 

xuanhai and asked Ye Chen to go back and confirm. 

 

Ye Chen finally waited for the news he wanted, so he said goodbye to XuanZhen ancestor and spent half 

a day returning to Beimang ancient land. 

 

Ji Siqing and Xia Xuansheng came back with him. 

 



The land of beimangzu is vast, and their place is only a continent suspended in Beimang space. 

 

In this vast space, there are countless continents. 

 

There are more layers of space superposition. If you don't pay attention, you may enter the chaotic void. 

 

Before leaving, ye Chen asked Xiao Huang to find the map of xuanhai entrance. So far, she has finally got 

some eyebrows. 

 

"Master, you're back!" 

 

After many days, Xiao Huang seemed very happy to see ye Chen again. 

 

Ye Chen touched Xiao Huang's head and asked about the situation. 

 

It turned out that Xiao Huang had been running around in beimangzu land for a long time, and finally let 

it find an unusual place. 

 

According to Xiao Huang, that place is called eternal void, which is one of many dangerous time and 

space in beimangzu. 

 

The people who once had the nightmare Protoss stepped into this place and never came back. 

 

Xiao Huang led several people to the entrance of the eternal void. 

 

The entrance to the eternal void is spectacular, at the top of an inverted huge mountain. 

 

Looking up from the bottom, the waves at the entrance are very calm, like a mirror reflecting the 

scenery of heaven and earth. There is no danger. 

 



Xiao Huang saw the appearance of several people, as if he knew what they were thinking. He picked up 

a stone at will and threw it towards the entrance of the eternal void. 

 

The stones shuttle quickly, and before they reach the entrance of the eternal void, they are stopped by a 

strange air flow. 

 

The air flow seemed to be a crisscross of knife light, cutting the stones into powder and sprinkling them 

into the sky. 

 

Xia Xuansheng and Ji Siqing were stunned. 

 

Ye Chen was thoughtful, turned to ask Xiao Huang and said, "this eternal void seems to be somewhat 

similar to the lost time and space?" 

 

Xiao Huang nodded. 

 

"Yes, master, I am also worried about reporting the situation to you. According to the people, the 

eternal void is extremely dangerous, and the rules of heaven are chaotic. Even those who have 

atmospheric transportation may die. " 

 

"And there seems to be something strange in the eternal void, ready to take people's lives at any time. 

So be very careful when you go in. " 

 

Xiao Huang reminded me very seriously. 

 

Ye Chen said he knew that he had been to the lost time and space. There was a chaotic world without 

any rules or luck. 

 

Sometimes chaos means chaos. 

 

There is a trance like a dream. The more you break free, the deeper you fall. 

 



Without the guidance of the protector and the Lighthouse of the soul, it is easy to lose yourself. Some 

people are even trapped in it and have not come out for thousands of years. 

 

Finally exhausted and died, can only turn into a pile of dead bones and be forgotten. 

 

And as Xiao Huang said, there are other unknown dangers in this eternal void. 

 

What kind of danger will exist in this dangerous place? 

 

Ye Chen can't imagine. 

 

Soon, ye Chen made a decision. 

 

He's going to have a look inside! 

 

Xuanji moon entered xuanhai and escaped. 

 

But if you don't get rid of Xuan Jiyue, you won't deprive him of the title of the Lord of fate. 

 

Too many variables. 

 

There are also two nine heavenly divinities in xuanhai. If you get them, you will have a better chance of 

winning against the feather emperor or Wutian in the future. 

 

But now this eternal time and space, I'm afraid it's really dangerous. 

 

Having gone to the lost time and space, ye Chen now needs a lighthouse of the soul. 

 

It's a pity that Ren Feifan left in a hurry and can't give him guidance now. 



 

Therefore, ye Chen decides to act as a lighthouse with Xiao Huang and enter it. 

 

Xiao Huang has been following Ye Chen for a long time. She has been sad for many times and is loyal to 

Ye Chen. 

 

For ye Chen, Xiao Huang is not only a double pupil nightmare, but also his good partner. 

 

But to Ye Chen's surprise, Ji Siqing even asked to enter it. 
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"You and Xia Xuansheng stay here and practice well. When I come back, the eternal void is not a joke. It 

can kill people at any time." 

 

Ye Chen exhorted that he didn't want Ji Siqing to take risks with him. After all, Xiao Huang's situation is 

different. He is a nightmare beast and has experienced this dilemma. 

 

Who knows, Ji Siqing shook his head firmly. 

 

"I want to be your lighthouse!" 

 

"All the way, I can only watch you fight and fight with the enemy behind my back, but I can't do 

anything. Ye Chen, I want to do something for you. " 

 

Ji Siqing's words were so touching that even ye Chen couldn't help being silent. 

 

Has he ignored Ji Siqing's feelings all the time? 

 



Seeing that Ji Siqing insisted so much, ye Chen could only smile helplessly and let him join the team. 

 

He and Ji Siqing are lighthouses for each other. They have been contaminated for two generations and 

have the same mind. It must not be difficult to do this. 

 

Ready, the three step into the eternal void. 

 

When they entered, there was no abnormality at the mirror entrance at the peak. 

 

The mirror surface rippled like water waves, and soon recovered as before, as if nothing had happened. 

 

Just about a quarter of an hour after they left, there was a thunder like sound in the depths of the void, 

as if there were countless wind blade riots. 

 

From the appearance, everything is as quiet as ever. 

 

Ye Chen urged Hongmeng to protect his mind. After the surrounding space was stable, he slowly opened 

his eyes. 

 

At first glance, it is a desolate space. The cliffs are stacked and intertwined, colliding with each other and 

breaking away. Some small space debris is silently swallowed by large space. 

 

Because the space is not stable, there is a lot of turbulence. These spatial turbulence can not be 

captured by the naked eye, so more people are willing to call them spatial undercurrent, which can 

easily take people's lives in silence. This is why most people are reluctant to set foot in this area. 

 

The eternal void should not be like this. This space should be an eternal and stable existence. Why does 

it break and collapse? 

 

Ye Chen slightly frowned. At this time, he was standing on the edge of a piece of space debris. A few 

more steps forward was the void abyss. The energy fluctuation inside was very chaotic and hidden killing 

opportunities. 



 

He picked up the Dharma and looked at it. He couldn't help feeling a palpitation. There was not only an 

undercurrent surging, but also something more terrible. He didn't want to be easily provoked. 

 

What makes Ye Chen feel more uneasy is that Xiao Huang and Ji Siqing have disappeared except him and 

the endless void. 

 

Ye Chen didn't make a sound, just poked out his divine consciousness and felt it. The divine 

consciousness spread out slowly around him. He didn't stretch quickly, but when he went deep into the 

void abyss, he hit a barrier. 

 

He tentatively touched it, but it caused the undercurrent in the abyss to stir up quickly and hang to the 

place where he touched the wall. Ye Chen quickly took back his divine knowledge. Now he is very sure 

that there must be other powerful existence in the abyss. 

 

He entered the eternal void with a purpose. Naturally, he didn't want to provoke right and wrong in 

vain, so he turned to a more distant perception. 

 

Then his mind moved and let him feel Xiao Huang's position. 

 

Although it was very vague, ye Chen still tried to connect. 

 

"Master?" 

 

Xiao Huang responded quickly. 

 

"Are you with Siqing?" Ye Chen asked. 

 

Xiao Huang paused for a moment and replied, "after I entered the eternal void, I was entangled by 

turbulence. Fortunately, the turbulent energy in space was not violent, so I got away with it." 

 



Ye Chen was stunned. No wonder Xiao Huang's body seemed to become a little transparent in his 

perception. 

 

"Can your injury be controlled?" 

 

"It's okay. The space I am in is very stable. The master doesn't have to worry about me. During this time, 

I often shuttle through the void. Unless the landing location can not be determined, I will not fall into 

turbulence. " 

 

Ye Chen gets Xiao Huang's answer and calms down. After determining his safety, he asks him to stay 

where he is and don't move. 

 

Xiao Huang obeyed. 

 

Ye Chen extends his perception again. 

 

His divine consciousness covers a wide range, but he does not perceive Ji Siqing. 

 

Ye Chen meditates deeply into his heart and urges the light seeds deeply buried in his heart. Ji Siqing is 

his lighthouse and should be the brightest existence in perception. 

 

"Failed." 

 

Ye Chen tried several times and the seed of the light was lit, but he could only see his lighthouse in his 

perception. Ji Siqing's lighthouse was dim and did not show a trace of light at all. 

 

Ye Chen can't determine her location, let alone contact her. 

 

Ye Chen is a little uneasy. At present, he can only find Xiaohuang first, and then further look for Ji Siqing. 

 

He sensed Xiao Huang's position again. After determining it, he hurried in one direction. 



 

But he did not speed up to the extreme, and the eternal void became no longer stable, which meant 

that it was full of endless unknowns. He calculated with the secret of heaven, but he could not explore 

it. This void seemed to be beyond the existence of heaven and earth, alone and undetectable. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't try any more. The void is no longer stable. If you force another detection, it seems that 

there is no secret, but there is a secret in it. If you get involved in the cause and effect, the gain will 

outweigh the loss. 

 

Ye Chen passed through a narrow space fragment and skilfully avoided the turbulence and jumped to 

another space. 

 

Who knows, the turbulent flow seems to be disturbed, becomes restless, and the flow direction has also 

changed. 
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"What?" 

 

Ye Chen hung in the void, and there was an endless void abyss under his feet. 

 

In his perception, there was a killing machine approaching him quickly. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't care about the turbulence around him. He fought with his strength and jumped aside 

to avoid a black flame. 

 

The burning black flame is very dangerous. It seems to be able to burn the void and distort all the space 

above the path. 

 

Ye Chen has already felt it, but it's the only way to avoid it. It can be seen how fast the black flame flies. 

In the blink of an eye, it flies to Ye Chen's side. 



 

The turbulence is affected by the black flame and becomes more unstable. Ye Chen just used his 

strength to stir up the space, because the turbulence rushed towards him. 

 

Ye Chen fell on the large space in front. The turbulence came one after another, and the killing machine 

burst out. At the foot of Ye Chen, a small space collapsed. 

 

Boom! 

 

Boom! 

 

The huge crack caused the whole space to vibrate, as if the next moment would be turbulent and the 

space would collapse. 

 

A sword light fell, and the cracked and collapsed space was cut off. It slowly floated towards the void 

abyss and was entangled by more void turbulence. In an instant, it was twisted into fragments the size 

of rice grains and integrated into the turbulence. 

 

Ye Chen was holding the Longyuan Heavenly Sword, but he didn't look at the space that had just been 

cut off by him. 

 

"Empty beast!" 

 

Ye Chenning's eyebrows, there was a huge roar that shook the world in front. 

 

A series of sounds of fragmentation also sounded in the void. In the endless void not far from ye Chen, a 

crack penetrating dozens of miles appeared, and a sharp claw tip protruded from it. 

 

The crack became bigger and bigger, and countless fragments flew around. Ye Chen jumped back and 

avoided. 

 



That huge claw finally tore open a space crack hundreds of kilometers long and poked out a huge head 

from the void. There was only a big mouth on the head, which occupied the center of the head. A sharp 

tooth in the huge mouth was like a 100 meter long sword. More than a dozen were exposed side by 

side, flashing a terrible cold light. 

 

Its claws stretched forward, smashed a piece of space, stuffed it into its big mouth and chewed it. The 

space was torn apart by it and swallowed directly. 

 

The void fierce beast is the bane of space. Ye Chen immediately understood why the eternal void would 

break and collapse when he saw it. 

 

The fierce beast must have been here for some time. If it is not stopped, this space will disappear 

completely in the void one day and no longer exist. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't want to bump into such a difficult beast. 

 

This void fierce beast has no age and no cause and effect. It was born from the void and returned to the 

void after death. It can be said that he is just another form of existence of the void. He has no God and 

no wisdom, and will only devour everything that can be devoured. 

 

Devour the sky and swallow the earth, eat everything. 

 

The whole void is the territory of the void beast. Ye Chen naturally has nowhere to hide in front of it. 

 

The void monster completely drilled out of the space crack and rushed towards Ye Chen. The monster 

shouted. The huge roar directly shattered many damaged spaces. 

 

"What trouble!" 

 

Ye Chen doesn't want to fight with it at all. Things without life and death can't be killed at all. Besides, 

there are more urgent things to do now. 

 



Countless sword lights flashed, and they were connected in an instant. They looked like a huge net of 

sword lights and went to cover the head of the empty fierce beast. 

 

The empty and fierce beast did not dodge, roared and spewed out a black flame. 

 

Ye Chen saw at this moment that the fierce flame was not black, but nothing and no color! 

 

Because the light is swallowed and distorted in an instant. 

 

The sword light huge net collided with the nihilistic fierce flame. The sword light was broken, and most 

of the fierce flame was consumed immediately. The rest scattered, which was not enough to fear. 

 

Ye Chen had already taken advantage of the time when he was tangled with the sword light giant net he 

had left behind, and quickly fled into the void towards the perceived position of Xiao Huang. 

 

But to his surprise, the empty beast came for him. 

 

Is there anything behind the empty beast? 

 

The void fierce beast has no life or death. It can only be dealt with by using the power of the void. It is 

not very powerful, but very difficult. 

 

Ye Chen stood in place, holding a sword in both hands, and no longer continued to move forward. He 

was waiting for the empty fierce beast to approach. 

 

The fierce beast was huge, hundreds of miles long, and the tip of a claw was bigger than ye Chen. 

 

It was so powerful that it rushed towards the space debris where ye Chen was, and a sharp claw slapped 

it hard. 

 

Wish the stars suddenly appear and thousands of stars flow to protect him. 



 

Longyuan Heavenly Sword, the sound of dragon singing, the blood Dragon flew out and flew straight 

towards the empty fierce beast. 

 

Ye Chen rose slowly and hung in the void. The sword light condensed and was ready to go. It was like a 

bright sun, and the light was brighter and brighter. 

 

The blood dragon wound up, and the void fierce beast spewed out three groups of nihility and fierce 

flames. The space was incinerated in an instant, and the blood dragon was also entangled by the fierce 

flame. The fierce flame could not be extinguished, and soon spread out slowly on the surface of the 

blood dragon. 

 

The blood dragon roared, and the blood color on his body was great. The nothingness fierce flame was 

born in nothingness. After being covered by the blood light, it should have been swallowed up. 

Unexpectedly, it was gradually assimilated by the blood color, and then completely turned into 

nothingness. 

 

Ye Chen's sword was finally wielded. The light of the sword was shining to the extreme. He walked inch 

by inch in the space, chopped the void and cracked the world. 

 

The space seemed to be locked. The void fierce beast was trapped in the space and tightly wound by the 

blood dragon body. It could not move. The whole body was steaming with the flames of nothingness, as 

if it wanted to burn the space and escape into the void again. 

 

But ye Chen's sword has been cut on this space. The space is split inch by inch and turned into powder. 

The empty fierce beast trapped in it roars silently. A huge mouth grows huge. It seems to rely on his 

instinct to swallow this bright and extremely fierce sword light into his stomach to resolve the crisis. 

 

However, with the fragmentation of space, the bodies of the fierce animals in the void also crack, and 

turn into powder with the surrounding space to return to the void. 

 

Originally, there was a small black star in its position, burning the flame of nothingness. 

 



Ye Chen fell on a huge space debris again, and the star flew over. Ye Chen tentatively stretched out his 

hand to hold it. There was no burning feeling, but it looked very good. Just put that thing away. 

 

Although the void fierce beast has no life or death, it will eventually return to the void. It can be turned 

into the void by cutting the space. 

 

From a certain point of view, it can be regarded as fulfilling its desire to escape into the void. 
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Ye Chen Re perceived Xiao Huang's position. Just about to move forward, his body shape stopped in 

place again. 

 

"Anything else?" 

 

He moved in his heart and hurriedly flew back. Just now, the position where he stood had been torn 

open, and another space crack appeared. A huge void fierce beast drilled out of it. This one looked even 

more exaggerated. For example, it was more than twice as big as that one. 

 

In the blink of an eye when ye Chen flew back, the fierce beast had rushed out. Not only that, the crack 

was torn bigger, and more sharp claws came out from the inside, large and small. In a moment, a second 

empty fierce beast came out of the same crack. 

 

"With so many empty beasts, this space can still exist!" 

 

Ye Chen was surprised, but now is not the time to be curious. 

 

Ye Chen, holding the Longyuan Heavenly Sword, is ready for a fierce battle. 

 



Who knows, those empty beasts did not rush in his direction, but only focused on breaking the 

surrounding space, flipping their claws, tearing up the surrounding space one after another and 

swallowing it. 

 

The empty beast that came out first had to chew and devour, completely ignoring Ye Chen, even though 

he was very close to it. 

 

Ye Chen saw that his whole body was very depressed. He must have suffered a lot of trauma. No wonder 

he was so eager to devour space. He must be in order to supplement his lost energy. 

 

"Is it because of Ji Siqing?" 

 

Ye Chen quickly rejected the idea. There was no wound on the empty beast. If Ji Siqing shot, he would 

not let it escape. With her strength, she could completely turn it into the void. 

 

More and more empty monsters have drilled out of it, and the space crack is still expanding. This scene 

looks very spectacular. 

 

Since these fierce beasts didn't come to provoke him, he didn't want to pay attention at all, and didn't 

want to explore why they appeared here in groups. It seemed as if he had just experienced a fierce war. 

 

As soon as ye Chen stretched out his divine consciousness, he heard a loud noise coming out of the torn 

space crack, as if the space had been overwhelmed and issued a long sigh. 

 

The space was turned and trembled, and the crack became bigger, as if the whole space would be 

divided into two at the next moment. 

 

Ye Chen intends to find a way to enter the xuanhai sea, which makes him venture into it. Who ever 

thought it was more dangerous than he thought. If the space is completely collapsed and broken, there 

is no need to take risks. 

 

Ye Chen decided to find Xiao Huang first, then Ji Siqing, and then come out from here. As for the way to 

enter the xuanhai sea, it will take a long time. There is no need to fight for it. 



 

It looked very dangerous in the eternal void, completely beyond his imagination. 

 

Ye Chen was still thinking, so he saw the crack in the distance roaring, and a new void fierce beast came 

out of it. The beast's huge head was tied with a long chain, and a pair of neck rings were even on its 

thick neck. 

 

Ye Chen looked up and saw that there was another creature on the body of the empty beast. 

 

The shape is human and non-human, and the skin is like the dark sky, showing the color of dark night 

blue. 

 

Ye Chen was already hidden in the void, but when he looked at him, the man also looked at him. 

 

Ye Chen saw that the man's eyes were all black! 

 

"Who is this? It can control the void beast. " 

 

Ye Chen thought. 

 

As soon as the empty beast under the man's feet drilled out of the crack, it gave out a strange scream. 

The sound wave was surging and harsh. Ye Chen felt that his eardrum was pierced by the scream, as if it 

would break the next moment. He quickly gathered the power of dust Monument and Hongmeng starry 

sky to wrap his ears. 

 

The man quickly looked away and looked straight at the group of empty beasts that devoured space in 

front of him. 

 

Ye Chen found that after the fierce beast like a horse screamed, many people were drilled out of the 

space crack. They all had dark blue skin. They all held weapons that looked like forks but not forks with 

barbs. They saw a large group of empty fierce beasts roaring with excitement. 

 



This let Ye Chen also follow a sigh of relief. It seems that they are coming for these fierce beasts. 

Thinking of the state of these empty and fierce beasts, ye Chen also guessed that they must have had a 

battle before. However, these people failed to completely leave the fierce beasts, but let the leader of 

the empty and fierce beast tear open the space, escape from the void, and escape with many empty and 

fierce beasts. 

 

These people seem to have followed closely, and a big war is inevitable again. 

 

Later, the group of people had raised their weapons and rushed to different fierce beasts in teams. The 

two sides fought for a while. 

 

Ye Chen was not interested in these and left in the same direction again. 

 

When ye Chen flew away to the distance, the man with the empty beast as his mount turned his head 

again and looked at the direction Ye Chen left. 

 

Ye Chen didn't know it. He flew deeper into the eternal void. 

 

The surrounding space doesn't look so dilapidated. It gradually becomes complete and looks very stable. 

 

When he first entered it, it was in the marginal area that he became so unstable because it was 

completely destroyed by the void fierce beasts in the void, and the space inside was not so seriously 

damaged. 
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Ye Chen sensed Xiao Huang's breath and realized that he was very close, so he accelerated his speed 

again. 

 

He hurried in one direction. After about ten minutes, he felt Xiao Huang's position again, but found that 

his position had changed to another place. 



 

Xiao Huang's position became uncertain and seemed to be moving constantly. 

 

"Xiao Huang, have you left?" 

 

Ye Chen tried to convey the sound. 

 

For a long time, Xiao Huang's confused voice sounded, "master, I didn't leave." 

 

"What happened to you?" Ye Chen always felt that things were not simple and continued to ask. 

 

After a while, Xiao Huang said, "there is a hall in the middle of the space debris I was staying in. I'm in 

the hall now, but I'm sure the hall is safe. I can feel the energy homologous with me. It's very kind and 

comfortable..." 

 

Hearing what Xiao Huang said, ye Chen immediately understood that Xiao Huang must have fallen 

asleep just now. Can the double pupil nightmare feel the homologous energy? Is it the power of space? 

 

Ye Chen kept him awake and continued to fly towards his position. 

 

After another half hour, ye Chen finally stepped on a piece of space debris. 

 

This space looks very stable. There are lush vegetation on it, warm as spring, and the language of flowers 

and birds. It looks peaceful. 

 

He finally knew why Xiao Huang's position was so difficult to determine, because the fragment had been 

floating over the eternal void. Unlike the rupture of the edge space of the eternal void, the deep space 

was intact, but there was a small space above the intact space. 

 

Ye Chen fell on it and continued to move forward. After a while, he saw the hall mentioned by Xiao 

Huang. 



 

"Xiao Huang?" 

 

Ye Chen pushed open the hall door and entered it. He immediately saw Xiao Huang curling up on the 

ground. 

 

Xiao Huang's breath was a little depressed. He felt Ye Chen's breath and struggled to open his eyes. His 

voice was obviously tired. 

 

"Master!" 

 

Ye Chen touched Xiao Huang, saw that his body was intact, and looked around again. He found that the 

spiritual power deficit was severe, and his own spiritual power had been drained away. Only an inner pill 

was slowly rotating, which seemed to want to alleviate the trauma of his body, but without the drive of 

excess spiritual power, the pill body was lonely and difficult to support. 

 

"I'm here." 

 

Ye Chen stretched out his palm and put it on Xiao Huang. He performed the eight trigrams heaven pill 

technique. This method was used to treat the injury very quickly. Not only that, it was more effective in 

restoring spiritual power. 

 

Xiao Huang received the treatment of Bagua Tiandan and soon recovered his strength. He quickly 

operated his internal aura to alleviate his internal injuries. 

 

After another half hour, Xiao Huang finally recovered seven or eight points. 

 

"Thank you, master!" 

 

Xiao Huang said gratefully. 

 

Ye Chen took back his hand, waved his hand and said, "it's not in the way. How are you now?" 



 

"The rest of the injuries are not a concern. I can fight now." 

 

Xiao Huang's pupils twinkled with dazzling light, as if they were not afraid of everything. 

 

"Take care of your injury first. In case of battle, I can solve it naturally." Ye Chen then continued, "right 

now, I can't feel the existence of Siqing. But I can feel that she is still in the eternal void, but her 

whereabouts are covered up and I can't be sure. She and I are lighthouses for each other. Although I 

can't perceive her, as long as she is not in danger, she will be able to see me. But we have to find her 

first. " 

 

Xiao Huang nodded. 

 

Ye Chen looked at his surroundings. 

 

There was nothing special about the hall in Ye Chen's view. He also tried to perceive it, and did not 

perceive any energy fluctuations. 

 

The hall is very spacious. It is 60-70 meters wide and 100 meters long by visual inspection. The total area 

is close to a standard football field. 

 

The outside looks very simple and grand, but the inside is already dilapidated. Two of the eight beams 

and columns were broken, and three were full of cracks. The whole hall looked precarious and I didn't 

know when it would collapse completely. 

 

Ye Chen looked to the front. There was a throne, and the whole hall was decadent and dilapidated. Only 

this throne glittered. The Taoist patterns in the light were repeated, which seemed to imply some kind 

of orthodoxy. It looked mysterious and mysterious. 

 

After watching for a while, he could not feel the malice of those Tao patterns, so he went over and 

stretched out his hand to cover the throne. 

 



Milli light was pressed down a lot under his palm. Those Taoist patterns seemed to like him very much 

and flew around his hands. The happy breath seemed to infect the surroundings, which made Xiao 

Huang laugh. 

 

Ye Chen took his hand back. Xiao Huang also consciously closed his mouth. After a long time, he said, 

"this hasty and simple atmosphere reminds me of Beimang nationality..." 

 

Ye Chen looked at him and said, "is it related to the nightmare Protoss?" 

 

Xiao Huang shook his head and said, "it shouldn't matter. Maybe it's this pattern." 

 

Ye Chen did not continue to explore. Although the ancient and simple hall looks dilapidated, it must 

have been brilliant for a long time when it was established. This pattern looks very strange and seems to 

coincide with some opportunities. 

 

If you meet Ji Siqing, it's not too late to explore it again. 

 

After ye Chen made a decision, he said, "Xiao Huang, it's urgent to find Siqing first." 

 

When he thought of Ji Siqing, he was worried. Now he couldn't accompany her, and he didn't know 

what she would meet in this unknown land. 

 

Ye Chen closed her eyes again, lit the seed of light in her heart, and the lighthouse in her perception lit 

up instantly. He looked out, but could not find another lighthouse belonging to Ji Siqing. 

 

Before ye Chen opened his eyes, he heard the noise outside. Those voices soon came to the gate of the 

hall. 

 

Ye Chen grabbed Xiao Huang and used the virtual spirit pulse. In an instant, he came to the beam 

column. Hongmeng cast it in the starry sky. Then he arranged an array and found a place at the top to 

hide quietly. 

 



After a while, the temple door was pushed open. 

 

As soon as ye Chen's eyes coagulated, he looked down and saw that the man who came first was the 

dark blue man he had seen before. 

 

He walked inside, followed by another ten or twenty people. The voice outside was still increasing. I 

think there must be many such people outside. 

 

The leading man walked towards the milli light throne. Ye Chen thought he would sit directly on it. To Ye 

Chen's surprise, he stopped three meters away from the throne. 

 

The tiny light that had appeared on the throne suddenly rose and exploded for more than one meter. 

The Tao patterns flowed rapidly around the throne. 

 

"Master, I can feel the throne. It's resisting!" Xiao Huang suddenly preached. 
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Ye Chen thought that before, Xiao Huang could feel the joys and sorrows of the throne. He felt it was 

very magical. He was clearly just a dead thing. Why did there be emotional fluctuations? He also had 

obvious preferences. 

 

Isn't it as simple as it looks? Is the throne actually a magic weapon? Is there a spirit in it? 

 

Ye Chen guessed in his heart, but he was not sure. He didn't want to pay attention to these things. If he 

hadn't been blocked by these dark blue people, he would have started looking for Ji Siqing. 

 

There was another change below. The golden light from the throne seemed to annoy the leading man. 

He slowly stretched out his hand. The palm was full of blue flames beating, like the fire of the nether 

world. The air was ignited, but people could not detect a trace of heat. On the contrary, the 

temperature in the hall immediately decreased several degrees because of the emergence of the blue 

flame. 



 

The flame, no, more appropriately called blue ice flame, pressed down towards the throne. 

 

At the moment of contact between the two sides, the golden milli light immediately flourished, and the 

Tao pattern became more obvious. 

 

"Click -" 

 

A series of crisp sounds sounded, as if something broke out of the invisible eggshell. 

 

The Tao pattern became larger, and the vast and simple atmosphere came crashing down and filled the 

whole hall. 

 

"Sinner!" 

 

A voice exploded. 

 

This sound is not heard with the ears, but directly sounded in the depths of the soul. 

 

Ye Chen was awe inspiring. When did this thing get into his soul! Hiding on the beam and column, he 

was found directly as if he had nowhere to hide? 

 

Ye Chen kept silent and secretly protected his soul with layers of Hongmeng starry sky. 

 

"They are eternal demons." Xiao Huang's voice suddenly came. 

 

Ye Chen was stunned, "how do you know?" 

 

"Just now I was told of such a history..." Xiao Huang continued. 

 



This hall is the eternal temple, not built by these eternal demons with dark blue skin. Although they are 

the aborigines of the eternal void, they are the most Yin side of the eternal Protoss. 

 

It is said that the eternal Protoss was born in the eternal void, with many branches, and the eternal 

demon family was born with it. The two clans are natural enemies, but the protoss are powerful and 

press the demon clan deeply in a corner, so they can't resist. 

 

Years old and months old, the eternal Protoss gave birth to the God King, who was given the title of 

eternal God King by heaven and earth. The eternal God King broke through the void Shinto and became 

a God. However, he was brought down to heaven and earth for spying on the secret of heaven. During 

the disaster, the eternal demon family took advantage of the void to lead the void fierce animals into 

the Holy Land and slaughtered the protoss people. 

 

The havoc of heaven and Earth lasted 9981 days. The God King was dying, and all the strong Protoss 

disappeared. When the divine consciousness returned, he saw the people suffering from the havoc. He 

was furious and hated, but his strength was greatly damaged. He killed the demon leader with his own 

strength, dragged the wounded body, tore the space and fled into the void. 

 

The throne in the hall was originally the object of the eternal God King. Before becoming a God, the God 

King had been sitting on the throne for cultivation. The throne was contaminated with his breath all the 

year round. Later, it was nourished by holy Qi and gave birth to a spirit with wisdom at the beginning. 

 

When the eternal Protoss suffered a catastrophe, many souls were protected by the throne before they 

can be preserved to this day. 

 

The leaf Chen listens to, feel extremely stunned. 

 

Here is inextricably linked with the eternal king! 

 

The reincarnation Lord of the previous life met the ancestor of the eternal holy king, and that ancestor 

was the eternal Protoss from here. 

 

Then, it created an eternal family abroad. 

 



Of course, ye Chen doesn't know what happened here, but it's definitely related to yonglao! 

 

He had known the eternal holy king, and the eternal holy king was the descendant of the eternal 

Protoss, which would naturally make the throne feel intimate. Because Xiao Huang was recognized by 

the power of emptiness, the spirit of the throne also took the opportunity to tell Xiao Huang this history. 

 

This eternal void has its own cause and effect, which is the cause and effect with the eternal holy king. 

 

Ye Chen could not help sighing when he heard that the eternal Protoss was prosperous because of one 

person and destroyed because of another. 

 

At this time, the throne has been completely shrouded by the blue ice flame, and the golden milli light 

has collapsed inch by inch, retreating to a meter. The blue ice flame can no longer enter inch by inch. 

The two sides are stuck for a moment, and no one can do anything. 

 

The demon man snorted coldly, changed his palm into a finger, and opened a light hole more than a 

finger wide on the golden milli light. 

 

The golden light was like a bubble, making a cracking sound. It was about to be invaded by the blue ice 

flame. The air temperature in the hall suddenly dropped and became gloomy. 

 

"Roar -" 

 

"All souls roar!" 

 

The temporary barrier built outside Ye Chen's soul was shattered by this roar. 

 

This is the roar of the dead eternal Protoss, vowing to defend the protoss temple to the death! 

 

Xiao Huang covered his head in pain. Ye Chen's soul was strong and guarded by reincarnation soul. He 

was not affected much, but he still felt a little angry. 

 



Ye Chen felt Xiao Huang's tension and quickly stretched out his hand and pressed it on his body. 

 

Xiao Huang closed his eyes and seemed to be completely ignited by the roaring sound in the depths of 

his soul. When he opened his eyes again, there was a very angry light of red and blue, and his eyes were 

about to crack. It seemed that he would rush down to fight with those demons in the next moment. 

 

"Hiss!" 

 

Ye Chen kneads the formula, and uses the Hongmeng starry sky to shout loudly in the depths of Xiao 

Huang's soul, waking Xiao Huang from the anger of all souls. 
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A trace of Qingming slowly appeared in Xiao Huang's eyes. 

 

"Xiao Huang, get ready. Let's find a chance to get out of here." 

 

Ye Chen preached. 

 

Xiao Huang shook his head, woke up for a long time, and said anxiously, "OK, master. The emotion of 

this spirit body can infect me. I'm afraid I'll do something again and make trouble for nothing. " 

 

"It's all right. I'm here." Ye Chen comforted. 

 

The following struggle between the two sides has entered a white hot stage. Ye Chen urges the spiritual 

power in the body to communicate with the spiritual son, uses the power of the virtual spiritual pulse, 

and points like a knife to slowly pierce into the space and quietly open a void crack. 

 

The undercurrent surged outside the void. Although there was a sound, the sound of fighting in the 

main hall was greater. No one found Ye Chen and Xiao Huang above the main hall. 



 

Ye Chen further expanded the void crack, held it with both hands and pulled it away from both sides. 

Just as he wanted to escape into it, he saw a sharp claw coming towards him. 

 

Ye Chen hurried back to the main hall. When the claw touched the space of the main hall, it seemed to 

be electrified and retracted in an instant. 

 

This is an empty and fierce beast, which is used as a mount by the blue man below. 

 

"A mistake!" 

 

Who could have thought that this void fierce beast was hunting and resting in the void around the hall. 

When he saw the gap in the void, he came to investigate and collided with Ye Chen. 

 

A piece of flesh was lost on the sharp claw of the void fierce beast, and the void black flame immediately 

wrapped its claw. 

 

"Ow!" 

 

The fierce beast was in pain and roared at Ye Chen's position. 

 

The man below seemed to feel something and looked up. 

 

"Who?" 

 

He shouted loudly. Ben and the throne were angry. He found that there was another party in the space. 

He no longer paid attention to the throne. He immediately jumped several meters and shot a blue ice 

flame in the direction of Ye Chen. 

 

The ice flame hit the beam column that ye Chen was standing on. It was like hitting something hard and 

hard, and immediately broke away. 



 

Ye Chen also no longer hid, and Xiao Huang fell into the hall from the beam column. 

 

As soon as they stood on the ground, they were surrounded by a group of eternal demons around them. 

 

"Intruder." 

 

Previously, the man opened his mouth and said that he came forward, and the surrounding demon clan 

reserved a passage for him. 

 

His dark eyes looked at Ye Chen, and there was a cold blue flame with obvious hostility. 

 

"You are not a man in the eternal void. Why did you break in?" 

 

Ye Chen astringed her breath, gently lifted the corners of her lips and said, "I'm really not a person in the 

eternal void. I'm here only for one thing, and I'll leave when I get it." 

 

The man looked at Ye Chen. Although his eyes were only as black as ink, ye Chen felt that he was looking 

at himself and seemed to wonder whether he was telling the truth. 

 

"I'm not invincible to you. It's just a coincidence to enter the hall. If we can, we can leave now." Ye Chen 

said. 

 

With that, ye Chen turned around and walked towards the door of the hall. 

 

As soon as the man raised his hand, the temple door slammed shut. 

 

"Did the king ask you to leave?" The man's voice was so loud that he kneaded the formula with both 

hands and put a circle of ice flame cages around Ye Chen and Xiao Huang. 

 



Ye Chen only felt that her skin was very uncomfortable with the cold air, and Xiao Huang shrank with 

cold. 

 

"You have a Protoss breath and cause and effect, but after the eternal Protoss?" The man said, "no, no, 

not descendants. Do you have anything to do with the descendants of the eternal God King?" 

 

Ye Chen naturally shook his head and said, "I haven't known you." 

 

The man sneered and said, "that's not what the broken chair said. The protoss is unforgivable. Die! " 

 

The man said and suddenly clenched his fist. The ice flame cage was impressively retracted. He saw that 

he was going to be imprisoned on Ye Chen and Xiao Huang. 

 

Ye Chen snorted heavily. His spiritual power soared on his body. The dust tablet guarded it and pushed 

the ice flame away. 

 

"What about the descendants who know the eternal God King? What if I have a lot to do with him? I 

have no relationship with your eternal demon family. If you insist on fighting and killing, don't blame me 

for being cruel. " 

 

"Joke!" 

 

When the man saw that ice flame couldn't help Ye Chen, he picked his eyebrows and waved a palm 

back. The palm print became bigger and bigger and flew all the way to Ye Chen. When he picked up Ye 

Chen, it had become tens of meters high. The palm print was wide and thick, and his fingers were thick 

and long. 

 

Ye Chen did not dodge, but also stretched out his hand to point out a finger. His slender fingertip gently 

pointed on the threatening palm print. Unexpectedly, he stamped the palm print in the air and couldn't 

enter any more. 

 



Ye Chen drank softly, and a light came up at the tip of his fingertip. The place where the palm print 

touched the fingertip was stained with light. The dark blue palm print even ripples around Ye Chen's 

fingertip, and the ripples just produce inch cracks. 

 

The man opened his five fingers and held them into a fist. The dark blue palm print suddenly changed 

into a huge fist and hit Ye Chen from top to bottom. 

 

Boom! 

 

Ye Chen also changed his finger into a palm and beat it with a huge fist. 

 

"Daqianchonglou palm!" 

 

This palm seems insignificant, but the trajectory is as vast as the power of the universe. These starry 

skies are so fragile that they can be broken with just one palm. 

 

One palm will shatter the world and crush the stars! 

 

The huge fist was smashed and opened in an instant, turned into a trace of blue flame and burst around. 

 

Those eternal demons around Ye Chen were immediately plagued. Some of the weaker ones were 

directly swallowed up by the blue ice flame, turned into an ice sculpture, and burned up by the blue 

flame. 

 

The man seemed to have never thought that ye Chen would have such a powerful strength. 

 

He grinned. "Interesting. I haven't met anyone who can compete with my nine day magic flame palm for 

a long time. " 

 

Those eternal demons around rushed out, and the hall door was pushed open again. 

 



"I'll see when you can fight hard!" 

 

The man said, regardless of whether his men have completely left. 

 

As soon as the man turned his wrist, there was a blue long gun in his hand. The whole body of the gun 

was burning with blue ice flame. He raised the long gun and pointed to Ye Chen. He said in a loud voice, 

"I am the king of the eternal Holy Land in the eternal void. You can call me the eternal demon king! 

Remember who killed you! " 

 

Ye Chen only thinks it's ridiculous that the eternal God King is the supreme and powerful existence. Isn't 

it ridiculous that the eternal demon family lives in the eternal void and claims to be the demon king. 

 

Ye Chen also really laughed, and the indifferent color on his face completely angered the eternal demon 

king. 

 

He roared angrily, "take your life!" 

 

Ye Chen is naturally not afraid. Holding Longyuan Heavenly Sword, he bursts out a strong martial rhyme 

all over his body! 

 

"Martial arts is the ultimate. There is no time and space. Let's see what water is!" 

 

Ye Chen sings in his mouth. In the mysterious space-time, a ray of terrible energy leaks out and pours 

into Ye Chen's sword. 

 

With the blessing of this energy, the demons on Ye Chen's sword suddenly burst into the sky! 
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"Demon lord, let me come." 



 

The eternal demon king just wanted to urge magic, but he heard a female voice at the door of the hall. 

 

Ye Chen didn't panic. He took back his sword and turned his head to see it. 

 

Then he saw a young girl in white standing in front of the hall door. She was petite, with long and curly 

dark purple hair tied behind her head by a hair hoop. Even with blue skin and delicate facial features, it 

only makes people feel that the girl in front is full of exotic charm. 

 

When the girl saw Ye Chen looking over, she smiled at him and winked playfully. She said to Ye Chen, 

"the Demon Lord has always been moody. I hate that others think he is not worthy of the name of the 

demon king. You just did that, you will certainly annoy him." 

 

Ye Chen was indifferent and looked at her and said, "that's his business. My words have been very clear. 

If you want to fight, you and I don't know each other well. There's no need to say more." 

 

He had just tested the man's strength. He wasn't very powerful. He probably only needed a sword to hit 

him himself. 

 

The girl sent out a series of light laughter, which was very clear and pleasant to hear. 

 

"People outside the country are really fun. You just angered the devil Lord. As the devil Lord's guard, 

there will inevitably be a war between you and me. But this war is not what I want, so I tell you, I am the 

fifth floor of baijiajing. Are you ready? " 

 

While they were talking, Xiao Huang had quietly closed his eyes on the side. He had been injured before. 

Although he had generally recovered after ye Chen's treatment, he did not return to his peak state. Now 

it seems that a battle is inevitable. He doesn't want to be a drag on Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen also nodded slightly and said, "you're very interesting. It's difficult for such a master to stand on 

the stall?" 

 



The eternal demon king standing in the rear should not be called the eternal Demon Lord. His face was 

even more ugly, but when he saw the girl appear, he really restrained his blood magic. There was no 

more momentum to fight with Ye Chen. 

 

The girl smiled and nodded, generously admitted: "I was born for the demon lord, and the demon lord's 

wish is my wish." 

 

She heard these words in Ye Chen's ears, and there was a smell of death. But what ye Chen saw was not 

so. If she wanted to be really the dead of the eternal demon lord, she would only do it directly. Why did 

she say so much. 

 

Ye Chen felt that the relationship between the two was not like what the girl said. The girl's style 

aroused his interest. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the girl with great interest and asked, "before the battle, can I know your name?" 

 

"I am the guardian of the Demon Lord. I have been doomed since I was born. I have no name but a 

number. I'm number ten. They call me ten girl. " 

 

"Little ten!" The devil's gnashing of teeth sounded on one side. 

 

Ten girls smiled and looked at the eternal Demon Lord. They were not afraid. Instead, they took off their 

cloak slowly behind them. The void fluctuated, and a few flashes appeared in front of the Demon Lord. 

They said softly, "Lord demon, my cloak has just been cut and is still fresh and tight. I don't want to be 

stained with blood for a while. Can you hold it for me?" 

 

Although she was asking, she had stuffed her cloak into the arms of the eternal Demon Lord. 

 

The eternal Demon Lord was very reluctant to take down the cloak of ten girls, and his face was full of 

disgust. Even so, after he took it in his hand, he helped to tidy it up, which was put on his arm. 

 

Ye Chen stood still and looked dignified. 

 



Ten girls just passed by his side, and he didn't notice it. She didn't communicate the laws of space and 

passed by in a blink. She passed Ye Chen with the extreme speed of her body. 

 

"Is there only five layers of heaven in Baijia territory?" Ye Chen said secretly in his heart that he had 

indeed seen such a speed, but he could not be aware and guard against it, which was enough to make 

him alert. 

 

The girl like ten girls coaxed the eternal Demon Lord to give way to the side. Then they said to Ye Chen, 

"I'm ready. What about you?" 

 

"Xiao Huang, can you do it yourself?" 

 

Ye Chen looks at Xiao Huang beside her. 

 

Xiao Huang nodded heavily and said, "master, be careful! She is so powerful that she can't be measured. 

" 

 

He looked at the girl and felt guilty. Ye Chen was his master, but he had to be protected by him, while 

the demon lord's guard stood up and compared the two sides, which made Xiao Huang worried. 

 

In addition, the girl didn't feel right to him. Although she frankly said that she was a five-tier sky in the 

hundred yoke realm, some people didn't measure it by realm. Her master Ye Chen is a very clear 

example. 

 

Seeing that Xiao Huang retreated, ye Chen was still not at ease. He raised his hand and blessed his 

shelter around Xiao Huang. 

 

He then faced the girl and said, "come." 

 

Ye Chen's voice fell, and ten girls suddenly disappeared. 

 



Between the lightning and flint, he saw a sharp invisible force, like a sword, shooting out of the void and 

stabbing Ye Chen's vest. 

 

It's a sneak attack, not a sneak attack. 

 

At the moment when the ten girls disappeared, ye Chen's whole body tightened up. Although he could 

not feel where the ten girls were, he avoided the blow with his super reaction speed. 

 

"Really great." 

 

Ye Chen outlined a smile at the corner of his mouth. When he failed, he had the strength to pierce the 

void and fly to him. 

 

At this moment, he had determined that he could not perceive the existence of ten girls because ten 

girls were no longer in this space and had fled into the void. 

 

Ye Chen also stopped trying to perceive. When the strength approached, he didn't dodge and opened 

the red dust divine pulse immediately. 

 

The sound of clank sounded, and as soon as the red dust God's pulse was exposed, a set of virtual 

shadow of gold armor appeared on Ye Chen's body. 

 

At the moment when the invisible strength hit, it changed from virtual to real and wiped the spark. Zhan 

Jiakan blocked it. The strength dissipated impressively, but there was a trace of dark strength into Ye 

Chen's body. 

 

Ye Chen snorted coldly and removed his strength. 

 

The ten girls didn't give ye Chen a chance to react at all. Their invisible strength kept flowing. They 

crossed the void and covered Ye Chen's head. 

 

This time, there are countless. 



 

The previous two invisible forces were just temptations. 

 

Ye Chen focused on it and took it out with one palm. It was like the sky was falling apart, mountains and 

rivers were collapsing, clouds and waves were turning over, and the surrounding was suddenly plunged 

into endless darkness. Layers of space were broken and opened, and endless divine light suddenly 

appeared. 

 

The power of his palm is not too strong, but it is enough to kill any strong person on the fourth floor of 

Baijia territory. 

 

And the ten girls are only the five layers of the hundred yoke realm! 

 

The space was broken layers by layers, and the figure of the ten girls hidden in the void was also blown 

out. The space debris all over the sky burst and broke. She was like a small leaf swept by the wind and 

rainstorm and was helpless to fly. But her expression is very calm. If you look carefully, you can even see 

a faint smile on her lips. 
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Facing Ye Chen's startled palm, he was not afraid or flustered. Her slender jade hand suddenly turned 

over, and the disorganized and scattered space debris stopped in an instant. 

 

Boom! 

 

There was a dull thunder in the void, as if it had come from ancient times. The ancient and heavy, 

infinite spiritual power suddenly gathered and turned into an invisible wall standing all over the world, 

blocking Ye Chen's palm. 

 

"People outside the country, this void is my main battlefield. I have the shelter of the power of 

emptiness. You fight with me here. Even if the realm is much higher than me, you can't get benefits! " 

 



The voice of the ten girls was full of laughter, and there was confidence in lifting weights like light. 

 

Ye Chen also replied with a smile: "then you will know who is in charge of this emptiness as soon as you 

try?" 

 

"Empty spirit divine pulse, open!" 

 

The invisible wall seemed to lie between the two people. In fact, it isolated countless layers of space in 

the middle, which removed the power of Ye Chen's hand. Because he knew very well that this wall alone 

could not stop him. 

 

If he meets ten girls from the front, he must break through layers of space and break it by force. He 

must consume more divine power. Ye Chen never does this thankless thing. So he directly opened the 

virtual spirit pulse, directly suppressed the surrounding space controlled by the ten girls, crushed all the 

rules, and people disappeared in situ. 

 

Trample on space and cross the world. 

 

Ye Chen appears again and has reached behind ten girls. 

 

"How!" 

 

Ten girls were stunned. She didn't expect that ye Chen's control over the law of space was still above 

her. 

 

No, this is not the control of the law of space! 

 

His power is above the law of space! 

 

Even across layers of space, it can still shuttle through in an instant. 

 



This is the strength of the virtual spirit pulse! 

 

"You lost!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were calm, but his hand was merciless. He suddenly patted behind the ten girls hanging 

in the void. 

 

The ten girls only felt that the palm wind behind them was fierce and ran impressively with a startling 

momentum. 

 

If he gets it, she'll have to die. 

 

"The top of eternity, the shadow of the fierce devil!" 

 

Ten girls drank and drew the force of emptiness into her body. She faintly showed the shadow of a steep 

mountain. The dark blue magic flame rolled, and the shadow of the mountain rose abruptly and became 

solid. The shadow of the palm also suddenly becomes larger, and the five fingers are like the pillar of 

Optimus, impressively welcoming. 

 

There was an ancient Taoist pattern with dark blue color on the palm shadow, which was wrapped 

around it like a chain. It had a vast momentum and carried the power of thousands of nothingness, but 

it stubbornly resisted Ye Chen's palm. 

 

The shadow of the palm shrank suddenly, and a huge mountain appeared suddenly. The devil flame was 

towering, and the shadow of the peak roared down, breaking the void layer by layer. 

 

Under the double pressure of palm shadow and Jufeng shadow, ye Chen breathed and fell down. 

 

"You said it too early!" 

 

The girl's charming laughter sounded in Ye Chen's ears. The sound seemed magical. Ye Chen was in a 

trance for a moment and was hit by the mountain. 



 

"Wish heavenly star! Block! " 

 

The powerful pressure fell on his head. Ye Chen suddenly returned to his mind and burst into a drink. His 

body suddenly rose up and went up slowly carrying the huge peak, because a void vortex had quietly 

emerged under his feet, which was intertwined by countless void undercurrents. If he was pressed 

down, he would be completely occupied, twisted into pieces by undercurrents and die in the void. 

 

Ye Chen did underestimate ten girls before. Her means far exceeded her realm! 

 

"The sun is shining!" 

 

The Longyuan Heavenly Sword Pierced the world, with the power of thousands of stars, and burst out 

the dazzling golden light of the sun. It was like a newborn sunrise in the void. It was formed by the 

gathering of hot flames, cut out inversely and fell on the shadow of the giant peak. 

 

The mountains are broken, the light of the stars is dimmed, and all the brilliance is taken away by the 

brilliance of the sun. 

 

The shadow of the mountain peak of ten girls was shattered, and there was a crack in the small virtual 

shadow on her body. Under the huge recoil, she was shocked back thousands of feet, her body stopped, 

and a trace of blood slowly seeped from her lips. 

 

"How dare you hurt me!" The smile on the lips of the ten girls disappeared, and the color of Su Sha on 

her face gradually lost the temperature and became very cold. 

 

"Fighting is life and death, and injury is inevitable." 

 

Ye Chen was shocked by her and withdrew hundreds of feet. After stabilizing her body, she stood in the 

void, and said in a loud voice. 

 

"Good one, injury is inevitable. You and I are neither enemies nor friends. I'm not as good as you. I lost. " 



 

The girl raised her hand and wiped the blood off her lips. A smile came out again. She looked at Ye Chen 

and blinked. 

 

She really stopped, cut through the void and returned to the hall. 

 

She just gave up? 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were frozen and slightly stunned. When he saw that the beautiful shadow of the girl had 

disappeared, he also turned back to the hall. 

 

The temple still looks very dilapidated. The war just now did not leave a trace in the temple. 

 

Ye Chen looked around, but he didn't see Xiao Huang in the hall. 

 

"Xiao Huang?" 

 

Ten girls had taken their cloak from the eternal demon lord, put it on again, and said, "Lord demon, I've 

tried it for you. You're not that man's opponent. Although he is an outsider and should not appear in the 

eternal holy land, it is said that he is looking for something. It is better to ask him what he is looking for 

and send him away. " 
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The eternal Demon Lord listened to her, meditated for a moment, and said coldly, "I don't intervene." 

 

Ye Chen saw ten girls blinking at him again, as if to say: look, in fact, the Demon Lord is very easy to 

coax, so he couldn't help laughing. 

 

"Xiao Huang!" 



 

Ye Chen finally found Xiao Huang. He is now beside the throne in the temple. The golden light has 

covered Xiao Huang inside. 

 

The eternal devil looked coldly and said, "he passed by himself, and I can't get close to the throne." 

 

Ye Chen nodded. He saw ten girls' movements. She quietly pulled the corners of the eternal demon 

lord's clothes, and then let him say such a sentence. 

 

Ye Chen was afraid that Xiao Huang was in danger and hurriedly flew over. 

 

Xiao Huang closed her eyes tightly and sat on the throne. It looks like being bewitched, just like a puppet 

sitting on it under the guidance of the throne. 

 

Ye Chen reached out and grabbed the throne. It was so golden that even he swallowed it. 

 

In the whirl of heaven and earth, ye Chen and Xiao Huang suddenly disappeared in the temple. 

 

Ye Chen recovered and found himself standing on a vast plain. He saw a mountain peak standing 

between heaven and earth from a distance. It was very eye-catching. 

 

On both sides of the mountain are flat plains, and farther away are rolling mountains. It is true that this 

isolated peak stands here, which seems very abrupt, as if it was deliberately placed here to guard the 

necessary avenue to the West. 

 

At the top of this lonely peak, a man in black is standing facing east with a bow and arrow in his hand. 

 

Ye Chen's speed slowed down and walked towards the lonely peak. 

 

"It's him!" 

 



The man also saw Ye Chen. He jumped down and met Ye Chen. 

 

"If you want to die, I will make you." 

 

Ye chenyin realized something and looked at him coldly. 

 

The man of the eternal demon clan smelled the speech, and the expression on his face was even more 

ugly. 

 

"Nine days devil flame palm!" 

 

He worked his blood, and the ice flame burned on his skin. Standing in the ice flame, he really has the 

temperament of a demon king, and has the vast power to tear the world. 

 

One, two, three, countless palmprints hang in the air, and it is like a space of its own. It is constantly 

drawing the most original strength from the void. A long river of void crosses the ancient times and 

flows slowly, and several palmprints suddenly merge. 

 

In an instant, they gathered into a palm. 

 

This palm condensed endless great power from the long river of emptiness and clapped it at Ye Chen. 

 

"Baijiajing has six layers of sky." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes coagulated slightly. Unexpectedly, he also had such strength in this eternal void, but it 

was not enough to be afraid. 

 

"The sun is red and bright." 

 

With a long roar of Longyuan Heavenly Sword, thousands of stars suddenly appeared in the sky, and the 

vast sword Qi was extracted from the world. 



 

The fire of the sun was burning, and the hot temperature burst out. The endless Qi of the sun was 

attached to the sword body, with fierce flame and divine light. 

 

A sword! 

 

Break the void, break the sky. 

 

The sword went through the endless void and hit the man's palm print. Generally, the destroyer 

exhausted the overwhelming palm, and then cut it towards the man through the void. 

 

The man who claimed to be the demon king changed his face greatly. He didn't expect that the man in 

front of him who was inextricably related to the eternal Protoss would be so strong. He hurried to take 

out a thing and hold it in his hand, holding up a blue and white mask around him. But he was still 

unstoppable and was killed by a sword. 

 

The picture exploded, and ye Chen appeared in a fairyland surrounded by white fog. 

 

"Why didn't I expect... Good, you're good..." 

 

The voice was ethereal and came leisurely from the white fog. I couldn't hear the gender, and I was very 

disappointed in my tone. 

 

Ye Chen walked in and saw Xiao Huang. 

 

His eyes were full of confusion. The moment he saw Ye Chen, his eyes lit up and hurried over. 

 

"Master!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded and continued to look forward. There was a throne in the mist, just like the throne in 

the eternal temple. At this time, a young man in a golden robe was sitting on it. 



 

When the young man saw Ye Chen looking at him, he said, "I am the spirit of the throne. I feel the 

breath of the eternal God King in you." 

 

Ye Chen had seen that the plain solitary peak was a memory, not a real one. Even though the man 

looked very similar to the eternal demon lord, he was not the eternal Demon Lord. 

 

He complied with the spirit in his heart, killed it, and fulfilled a long cherished wish of the memory man. 

 

"You hate him." Ye Chen said. 

 

"That's the real eternal devil." The spirit of the throne said, "the demon clan is bloodthirsty. They won't 

really let you go." 

 

Ye Chen thought of the dark eyes of the ten girls just now. Although the killing intention was well hidden 

by her, he did feel it. Ye Chen doesn't know about the eternal demon family. It's also the first time to 

meet ten girls, let alone trust. When he heard the spirit of the throne say so, he had a faint answer in his 

heart. 

 

The spirit of the throne continued, "I feel a very kind breath in you. I like you. It is said that you are here 

to find something. I can help you find it. " 

 

"Come on, what do you need me to do?" 

 

When the spirit of the throne heard Ye Chen say this, he paused and said, "you have the Qi of 

reincarnation. I have thousands of protoss souls here and don't want to leave. I hope you can lead them 

back into reincarnation." He said with a long sigh. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect that he would put forward this request, but he shook his head and said: "it's not 

that I disagree. I can't control the matter of reincarnation, and my current strength can't be so at will. 

Even if I can, the spirit body is unwilling and has an obsession. If I force them to enter reincarnation, it 

will only violate the Divine mystery and bring indelible influence to them, or even fall into the side door 

corridor, The most important thing is that it will disappear, its soul will be shattered and will no longer 

exist. " 



 

After hearing this, the spirit was worried and said, "if you want to end your obsession, you can only 

destroy the eternal demon family. It's just a matter of time. " 

 

He stopped talking about it and said, "if you meet the descendants of the eternal God King again, please 

tell him what happened here." 

 

The existence of the eternal temple is similar to the cause and effect of immortality, and immortality is 

the descendant of the eternal God King. There is no need to say goodbye to the throne. When he goes 

out, immortality must mention it. 

 

Ye Chen replied, "it's inconvenient for me, a foreigner, to intervene in this matter. I will explain it to 

yonglao." 

 

The spirit nodded. Suddenly, his eyes coagulated, looked at Ye Chen and said, "what are you looking 

for?" 

 

The method of xuanhai's entry, these words just surged to his lips, but ye Chen held them down and 

said, "there is another woman who entered here with us. Can you help me find her?" 


